Super Shock Quick 20
Treats 20,000 Gallons of Water**
USE ONCE A WEEK

Swim in 15 Minutes
Quick Chlorine Boost
Controls Algae & Bacteria
Reduces Chemical Needs
Salt System Compatible

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
DANGER
See back panel for other precautions

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Trichloro-s-triazinetrione............67.0%
OTHER INGREDIENTS................33.0%
TOTAL...................................100.0%
(60.3% Available Chlorine)

NET WT: 13.5 oz. (.3827 Kg)

MAINTAINING YOUR POOL IS AS EASY AS

FIRST AID: Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes; then continue rinsing eye. IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. IF INHALED: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial ventilation preferably mouth-to-mouth, if possible. IF SWALLOWED: Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. DO NOT induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage.
KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 Advantages: This patented blend of ingredients works fast allowing swimmers back into the pool in just 15 minutes. This is a premium grade shock product, so it takes only 13.5 oz of KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 to treat 12,000 to 20,000 gallons of pool water. KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 can be added directly into the water without pre-dissolving and it is ideal for all types of swimming pools. It destroys swimmer wastes and other impurities that cause cloudy water. KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 dissolves faster than ordinary shock products without leaving residue. It does not increase the pH of the pool water or contain calcium that causes scale build-up.

DO NOT PRE-DISSOLVE IN CONTAINER (ie. bucket) BEFORE APPLYING.

**WEEKLY USE:**
1. Check the pH of the pool water daily, adding sodium bisulfate (KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE pH MINUS) or soda ash (KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE pH PLUS) or equivalent products as necessary to maintain pH in the 7.2-7.6 range.
2. KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 is made up of fine particles that dissolve almost instantly when applied to water. Use the entire bag for each application. For best results, pour a steady stream of KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 into the deep end of the pool or pour into the skimmer with the pump operating. Pour near the water surface (particularly if the wind is present while applying) to ensure the entire dose enters the water.
3. Operate the pump system 4-8 hours (minimum) after applying KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20.
4. Use 13.5 oz. of KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 to treat 20,000 gallons of pool water every week for best results.

**SUPER CHLORINATION:** Whenever the pool water loses its sparkle, turns green, or the chlorine residual falls rapidly after regular chlorination, super chlorinate the pool. During the summer months, super chlorinate the pool with 13.5 oz per 6,500 gallons of pool water every 10 to 14 days. Do not use the pool until the chlorine residual has dropped to 3 ppm.

*During Super-Chlorination
† Pool may be used in 15 minutes after adding this product only when chlorine level is at or below 3 ppm.
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Hazard to Humans and Domestic Animals
DANGER: CORROSIVE: Causes irreversible eye damage and skin burns. May be fatal if absorbed through the skin. May be fatal if inhaled. Do not breathe dust or spray mist. Irritating to nose and throat. Harmful if swallowed. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. Wear goggles or face shield, protective clothing and rubber gloves when handling this product. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet. Remove contaminated clothing and wash clothing before reuse.

Environmental Hazards: This product is toxic to fish and aquatic organisms.

Physical or Chemical Hazard:
STRONG OXIDIZING AGENT. WILL BURN WITH THE EVOLUTION OF CHLORINE AND EQUALLY TOXIC GASES. CONTACT WITH WATER SLOWLY LIBERATES IRRITATING AND HAZARDOUS CHLORINE CONTAINING GASES. DECOMPOSES AT 460° F TO 480° F WITH THE LIBERATION OF HARMFUL GASES. Mix only with water. Use clean, dry utensils. Do not add this product to any dispensing device containing remnants of any other product. Such use may cause a violent reaction leading to fire or explosion. Contamination with moisture, organic matter or other chemicals may start a chemical reaction with the generation of heat, liberation of hazardous gases and possible generation of fire or explosion. IN CASE OF FIRE, if possible, isolate container in open area or well-ventilated area. Flood with a large volume of water. IN CASE OF CONTAMINATION OR DECOMPOSITION: do not reseal container.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:
STORAGE: Keep product in tightly closed container when not in use. Store in cool, dry well-ventilated area away from heat or open flame. In case of decomposition, isolate container in open area if possible and flood with large amounts of water. CONTAINER HANDLING: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. IF EMPTY: Place in trash collection or offer for recycling if available. IF PARTLY FILLED:
Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

EPA Reg. No. 7616-78 EPA Est. No. 7616-CA-1
Free Pool Care Advice 1-800-SOS-POOL. www.kem-tek.com
Item #049

MANUFACTURED BY:
KIK POOL ADDITIVES INC.,
5160 E. AIRPORT DRIVE,
ONTARIO, CA 91761-7824
Super Shock Quick 20
Each Pouch Treats 20,000 Gallons of Water**

USE ONCE A WEEK

Swim In 15 Minutes
Quick Chlorine Boost
Controls Algae & Bacteria
Reduces Chemical Needs
Salt System Compatible

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
DANGER
See back panel for other precautions
ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Trichloro-s-triazinetrione......67.0%
OTHER INGREDIENTS............33.0%
TOTAL..............................100.0%
(60.3% Available Chlorine)
Contains: 10 x 13.5 oz. (3827 Kg) Pouches / NET WT: 8.43 Lbs. (3.82 Kg)

FIRST AID: Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. IF INHALED: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration preferably mouth-to-mouth, if possible. IF SWALLOWED: Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. DO NOT induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Available mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage.

MAINTAINING YOUR POOL IS AS EASY AS
balance chlorinate
shock
Super Shock Quick 20

KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 Advantages:
This patented blend of ingredients works fast allowing swimmers back into the pool in just 15 minutes. This is a premium grade shock product, so it takes only 13.5 oz of KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 to treat 12,000 to 20,000 gallons of pool water. KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 can be added directly into the water without pre-dissolving and it is ideal for all types of swimming pools. It destroys swimmer wastes and other impurities that cause cloudy water. KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 dissolves faster than ordinary shock products without leaving residue. It does not increase the pH of the pool water or contain calcium that causes scale build-up.

DO NOT PRE-DISSOLVE IN CONTAINER (i.e. bucket) BEFORE APPLYING.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
It is a violation of federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

DAILY USE: Regularly check chlorine residual with a test kit and chlorinate daily as needed to maintain 1.0 to 1.5 ppm residual chlorine.

NOTE: 2 1/4 ounces of this compound per 10,000 gallons of pool water will increase an existing chlorine level by 10 ppm (0.18 rounded measuring cup = 1 oz).

**WEEKLY USE:**
1. Check the pH of the pool water daily adding sodium biurate (KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE pH MINUS) or soda ash (KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE pH PLUS) or equivalent products as necessary to maintain pH in the 7.2-7.6 range.
2. KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 is made up of fine particles that dissolve almost instantly when applied to water. Use the entire bag for each application. For best results, pour a steady stream of KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 into the deep end of the pool or pour into the skimmer with the pump operating. Pour near the water surface (particularly if the wind is present while applying) to ensure the entire dose enters the water.
3. Operate the pump system 4-8 hours (minimum) after applying KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20.
4. Use 13.5 oz. of KEM-TEK POOL & SPA CARE SUPER SHOCK QUICK 20 to treat 20,000 gallons of pool water every week for best results.

SUPER CHLORINATION: Whenever the pool water loses its sparkle, turns green, or the chlorine residual falls rapidly after regular chlorination, super chlorinate the pool. During the summer months, super chlorinate the pool with 13.5 oz per 8,500 gallons of pool water every 10 to 14 days. Do not use the pool until the chlorine residual has dropped to 3 ppm.

* During Super-Chlorination
1 Pool may be used in 15 minutes after adding this product only when chlorine level is at or below 3 ppm

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
DANGER
See back panel for other precautions

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Trichloro-s-triazinetrione........67.0%
OTHER INGREDIENTS........33.0%
TOTAL................................100.0%
(60.3% Available Chlorine)

MAINTAINING YOUR POOL IS AS EASY AS

1 2 3
balance chlorinate shock
Super Shock Quick 20
Each Pouch Treats 20,000 Gallons of Water**

10 Pack

USE ONCE A WEEK

Swim In 15 Minutes+
Quick Chlorine Boost
Controls Algae & Bacteria*
Reduces Chemical Needs
Salt System Compatible

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
DANGER
See back panel for other precautions
ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Trichloro-s-triazinetrione........67.0%
OTHER INGREDIENTS..............33.0%
TOTAL...........................................100.0%
(60.3% Available Chlorine)

FIRST AID: Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison
control center or doctor, or going for treatment. IF IN EYES: Hold eye open
and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact
lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eyes. IF ON
SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin
immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. IF INHALED: Move
person to fresh air. IF person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance,
than give artificial respiration preferably mouth-to-mouth, if possible. IF
SWALLOWED: Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. DO NOT
induce vomiting, unless told to do so by the poison control center or
doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. NOTE
TO PHYSICIAN: Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of
gastric lavage.

MAINTAINING YOUR POOL IS AS EASY AS
balance chlorinate
123 shock

Contains: 10 x 13.5 oz. (.3827 Kg) Pouches / NET WT: 8.43 Lbs. (.38 Kg)
Super Shock Quick 20

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals
DANGER: CORROSIVE. Causes irreversible eye damage and skin burns. May be fatal if absorbed through the skin. May be fatal if inhaled. Do not breathe dust or spray mist. Irritating to nose and throat. Harmful if swallowed. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. Wear goggles or face shield, protective clothing and rubber gloves when handling this product. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet. Remove contaminated clothing and wash clothing before reuse.

Environmental Hazards:
This product is toxic to fish and aqulic organisms.
Physical or Chemical Hazard:
STRONG OXIDIZING AGENT. WILL BURN WITH THE EVOLUTION OF CHLORINE AND EQUALLY TOXIC GASES. CONTACT WITH WATER SLOWLY LIBERATES IRITATING AND HAZARDOUS CHLORINE CONTAINING GASES. DECOMPOSES AT 460° F TO 480° F WITH THE LIBERATION OF HARMFUL GASES. Mix only with water. Use clean, dry utensils. Do not add this product to any dispensing device containing remnants of any other product. Such use may cause a violent reaction leading to fire or explosion.

Contamination with moisture, organic matter or other chemicals may start a chemical reaction with the generation of heat, liberation of hazardous gases and possible generation of fire or explosion. IN CASE OF FIRE, if possible, isolate container in open air or well-ventilated area. Flood with a large volume of water. IN CASE OF CONTAMINATION OR DECOMPOSITION: do not reseat container.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:
STORAGE: Keep product in tightly closed container when not in use. Store in cool, dry well-ventilated area away from heat or open flame. In case of decomposition, isolate container in open area if possible and flood with large amounts of water. CONTAINER HANDLING: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. IF EMPTY: Place in trash collection or offer for recycling if available. IF PARTIALLY FILLED: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

MAINTAINING YOUR POOL IS AS EASY AS 1 2 3

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
DANGER
See back panel for other precautions
ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Trichloro-s-triazinetrione...........67.0%
OTHER INGREDIENTS.................33.0%
TOTAL..................................100.0%
(60.3% Available Chlorine)

EPA Reg. No. 7464-78  EPA Est. No. 764-CA-1
Free Pool Care Advice 1-800-SOS-POOL www.kem-tek.com

MANUFACTURED BY: KIK POOL ADDITIVES INC., 5160 E. AIRPORT DRIVE, ONTARIO, CA 91761-7824